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Productive Employees and Profitable Customer Relationships

The financial services industry is undergoing unprecedented change as banks, insurers and capital 

markets firms develop new business models to generate revenue through customer acquisition and 

retention, improve loyalty by embedding products and services into the everyday lives of customers, 

meet new regulatory requirements, and reduce costs while ensuring a high level of operational control. 

WHAT IF you could deeply connect with and delight your customers in new and profound ways and 

optimize employee productivity WHILE mitigating risk and keeping costs in check?

The Microsoft Vision

To succeed in today’s industry, we believe that financial institutions must deliver an engaging, 

connected and informed employee and customer experience. This in turn enables financial institutions 

to drive customer acquisition and retention, provide tailored insights into customer needs and 

preferences, serve the always connected customer by providing a seamless experience across channels, 

and rationalize risk management and compliance processes. At Microsoft, we are committed to making 

this vision a reality with our customers.

Microsoft and our partners enable financial institutions to address these opportunities by providing a 

comprehensive range of solutions that span front to back office, device to datacenter, and on-premise 

to cloud. With Windows 8.1, Microsoft provides the experiences and devices that your customers and 

employees love and expect; while delivering enterprise-grade solutions for your company. 

This paper is part of a series that illustrates Microsoft’s commitment to the financial services industry 

through advances in our product portfolio designed to drive optimized business outcomes for banks, 

insurers and capital markets firms across the globe. 
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Customers and employees are demanding better, more intuitive experiences across devices – and as 

important – the ability to get things done on their own terms.  Rather than looking at this as a problem 

to address, think of this movement as one of the biggest opportunities in the financial services 

industry.

Imagine being able to meet and deliver value to customers where and when they choose. What if a 

financial advisor could sit down with a customer and visually walk them through customized 

investment options? What if a trader could be unshackled from the trading desk to act on market 

movements on the go? Imagine the new cross-selling opportunities if you could integrate and present 

new product offers that were tailored to particular customer needs.

Windows 8.1 provides a key component of Microsoft’s financial services solutions, offering new 

enterprise ready form-factors, a reimagined application platform and a touch-first user interface to 

enable new mobility and productivity scenarios that meet IT standards for security, manageability and 

support. 

As major investments are being made into customer relationship and experience management, big 

data, analytics and core system modernization, the key to success is capitalizing on these investments 

through new experiences that:
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• Drive more profitable customer interactions

• Create the organizational agility to 

introduce new products and services the 

customer wants - when they want them

• Analyze data, highlight areas that need 

remediation and provide visibility to 

executives on the go to enable informed 

business decisions and manage risk

• Provide profound advancements in staff 

productivity 
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With Windows 8.1, Microsoft is supporting financial institutions in driving new profit streams by 

optimizing employee productivity and enabling them to be present in the financial lives of their 

customers any time, any place, across any channel or device. Let us examine a few scenarios to 

highlight the potential for Windows 8.1 in supporting these business objectives.

Banking in the Mobile Age

To serve the always connected customer, financial institutions must connect with their customers 

through a seamless experience across channels. Mobility isn’t just redefining technology – it is 

transforming the financial services industry as well. As ‘bricks’ are expanding to clicks and to touch, 

banking channels are being redefined and the mobile channel is by far the fastest growing.

By extending online banking capabilities to a new generation of robust Windows 8.1 apps, financial 

institutions have the opportunity to reach new audiences, retain customers, and improve the 

monetization of visits.

Empowering the Agent

Empowering sales people with tools that allow them to see the big picture, to quickly analyze 

opportunities, and to accelerate the sales cycle is critical to growing the business. Imagine how product 

up-sell and cross-sell rates could be improved with real-time actionable customer insight and 

collaboration tools. Imagine providing agents with access to approved sales materials, aligned to a 

specific customer profile, with visually appealing illustrations of complex product proposals. Imagine 

shortening the sales cycle from days to minutes by connecting sales people with product experts at the 

point of sale.
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With Windows 8.1, and solutions from our partners, agents can perform real-time needs based 

assessments and deliver customized proposals – that meet regulatory and compliance requirements -

while on the road. They can easily access people, information and sales tools on the spot to ensure the 

proposal is the best possible fit for the customer and accelerate time to decision. And at the same time 

Windows 8.1 brings to life information about existing customers in a way that drives sales behaviors to 

improve customer loyalty.

Windows 8.1 expands the effectiveness of insurance agents and financial advisors through new device 

form factors and visual touch-enabled applications making it easier and faster for agents to do 

business while on the road or in the office.

Branch Banking Innovation

In today’s branch environment, the ability to provide associates with the mobility to engage customers 

on a personal level is key. Imagine having the ability to receive a VIP alert, seamlessly greet the 

customer with a tablet, and quickly fulfill an account opening process via a touch-enabled device. 

Imagine front-line staff having the ability to greet customers in long queues, deal with their queries 

there and then with a tablet, or identify them so that when they are dealt with by another employee 

their requests are already logged in the system.  

Windows 8.1 provides the technology to improve employee productivity, increase customer 

profitability and reduce operational costs within the branch. New Windows 8.1 form factors such as 

tablets, convertibles and all-in-ones, coupled with Microsoft Office, Lync and line of business 

applications which leverage customer relationship management and business intelligence tools, 

empower employees to provide faster resolution to customer needs within the branch and maximize 

every customer interaction as a sales opportunity.
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Streamlining Claims Servicing

Claims servicing is often a source of escalating costs for insurance carriers as process inefficiencies can 

lead to inaccurate claims assessments, delayed settlement and lost customer loyalty. At the same time, 

forward-thinking insurers see claims as not only a cost but a moment-of-truth customer experience. 

With robust Windows 8.1 claims servicing apps that seamlessly connect with core systems, via workflow 

and business process management tools, insurance carriers can provide greater customer service 

through speeding closure rates and fully utilizing mobile technology to provide on-the-spot 

adjustments and real-time settlement. By automating routine claims processes, providing self-service 

capabilities for customers, and providing the business intelligence to perform predictive modeling to 

support fraud detection, Windows 8.1 based solutions support insurers in reducing cost and risk while 

improving customer loyalty.

Trader Efficiency

Data that is well-presented in a meaningful context vastly improves trading efficiency and accuracy. 

Shifting from machine-centric commands to natural human interactions helps optimize collaboration 

and transparency – and supports traders in describing trade floor opinion and market behavior to sales 

teams and clients alike. 

Windows 8.1, and Microsoft tools for collaboration and productivity, provide a platform for rich and 

intuitive content and mobility scenarios that meet stringent security and regulatory policies. Windows 

8.1 enables a flexible trader desktop (premium real estate to be optimized for information that is 

critical to their business) ensuring traders are focused on what matters most - making the right calls. 

When milliseconds count, Windows 8.1 enables traders to quickly search for content, applications and 

data for immediate access.
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Regulatory Compliance & Security

Data privacy, security and regulatory compliance are more critical than ever in financial services. 

Financial institutions need to be able to analyze vast amounts of information to surface potential risk 

and compliance issues, and visualize the inherent risk for executive management. They need to ensure 

mobile applications and devices that hold personally identifiable information (PII) are safeguarded. 

They also need to ensure management and security capabilities are in-built. 

Windows 8.1 enables the rationalization and simplification of security and compliance processes, while 

easing the burden on employees and reducing costs. With Windows 8.1, financial institutions can take 

advantage of their existing management and security infrastructure while benefitting from 

enhancements to the security of enterprise client computing - from the device to the network and 

access to the backend infrastructure.

Supporting Mission-Critical Operations

More than ever, financial institutions are looking to improve time to market and dramatically reduce 

costs through integrating mission critical solutions. Imagine an app that shows an instant summary of 

the status of payments or core banking operations without the need to log into multiple applications 

or traditional dashboards.  

With Windows 8.1 users can seamlessly access mission-critical line of business applications to manage 

their business from the desktop, laptop or tablet. At the same time, they can be assured of enterprise-

grade end-to-end security, from switching on the PC, to the way the applications interact with the 

operating system, to remote desktop capabilities. 
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No Compromise Business Tablet

With Windows 8.1 tablets, there is no longer a trade-off between productivity and convenience. 

Financial institutions now have the convenience of a tablet with the productivity of a PC. 

Windows 8.1 delivers a touch-optimized experience along with full support for mouse and keyboard, 

enabling your people to move between work activities easily and effortlessly. You can use the familiar 

user interface, line of business applications, productivity tools and peripherals you use today, while the 

new Windows 8.1 interface provides at-a-glance access to critical data and live apps that are always-on 

to keep you up to date.

Bring Your Own Device

With staff increasingly bringing their own devices to work, IT faces challenges in how they support this 

trend while securing the corporate environment. Indeed many consumer devices are not built with  

enterprise security in-mind. 

With Windows 8.1, IT can fully embrace ‘bring your own device’ through centralized management of 

applications and data with enhanced security and compliance. For example, with a light touch on the 

remote access icon on an employee’s Windows 8.1 tablet, they can login and open a virtual desktop 

running in the corporate data center with all their data, apps and settings, as if they were working in 

the office.
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New Possibilities in Mobile Productivity

Driven by an explosion in new device types and ubiquitous connectivity, mobility is redefining how 

your people use technology in every aspect of their lives. Embracing mobility helps you streamline 

workflows, enables desk-less work scenarios, and ultimately reduces the time it takes to deliver 

customer value. 

With Windows 8.1, your mobile staff can more securely access the data, applications, files and people 

they need to stay productive on the road. For example, DirectAccess in Windows 8.1 provides a more 

secure connection through encryption and instantly links your staff to the critical data they need. 

Windows 8.1 also supports ultra-mobile workstyles through Windows To Go - a bootable USB drive 

that turns almost any PC into a Windows 8.1 corporate PC. Windows To Go enables your mobile staff 

to boot a Windows 8.1 corporate image from any compatible PC, enabling them to get their 

applications, data and personalized Windows 8.1 environment in the same way as a standard corporate 

PC.
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Enhanced End-to-End Security

Supporting a multi-channel reality that includes tablets, apps, and mobile workforce applications isn’t 

easy. Ensuring a great consistent experience across channels requires smart security and application 

development planning. 

We know security and compliance are top priorities for financial institutions today and have built new 

enterprise-grade capabilities into Windows 8.1 - from the device to the network and access to the 

backend infrastructure.

Gaining access to corporate resources from the Internet is easier than ever with enhancements to 

Active Directory on Windows Server 2012 and DirectAccess. With Dynamic Access Control in Windows 

8.1, access to resources is no longer managed with security groups. Instead, it’s managed with dynamic 

rules that have the ability to look at the attributes of the user (department, title, etc.) to make access 

control decisions. These rules can also define polices that might require the user PC to be encrypted 

with BitLocker or that a second form of authentication is used when connected with DirectAccess.
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Next Step
How are you going to transform your customer and 

employee experience?

The new customer demands an individual approach and one that 

reflects a deeper understanding of their needs. The mass marketing 

model of the past is replaced by selling to a market of one. The 

challenge for financial institutions is to engage with customers as 

individuals. Begin the transformation of your customer and 

employee experiences now with Windows 8.1.
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